
Chance is always powerful.  Let your
hook always be cast.  In the pool where
you least expect it, there will be a fish.      

                                     ~Ovid (43 BC - 17 AD)

Chance

I didn’t have a job and needed one.  I was 24

and had just completed some graduate courses to work

toward teacher certification.  Right after college my first

job had been as an English teacher with a conditional

license, conditional that I worked toward the real thing.

That first year as a professional working person

was misery.  I was much too nice, completely naive.  I had

one hundred and eighty 7th grade students ranging in

ability from 2rd grade (barely able to read) to high

school level.  Vacillating hormones and immaturity took

huge swings to the bottom and back to some semblance

of equilibrium.

I had a degree in English but no teacher training.

I knew how to write papers and get good grades but

dealing with the pre-adolescents sitting before me was

another matter entirely.  I had experience as a camp

counselor leading kids in activities they naturally loved. 

7th grade English was NOT in that category.  

All of the 7th grade teachers were new that

year. EVERYONE had quit the year before!  THAT should

have been a clue.  It was the early 70's and the second

year of integration in our county.  There were two 
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women, myself and the Reading teacher, and five men. 

All of us were fresh out of college, dewy faced, small of

stature,  save one large, heavily muscular man several

years older than the rest of us.  He had worked in

building construction and had experience holding his own. 

He had a dark beard, swarthy complexion, a hard,

confident look about him and didn’t say much--perfect

credentials for working with 7th graders.  Because of his

large shoulders and gruff expression, in some way, he

reminded you of a gorilla you didn’t want to cross.

At one point in that school year (the children

were definitely had the upper hand) the principal got all

seven of us assembled in a circle for a pow-wow.  We

each, except Mr. Huff (yes, his name was also perfect,

like the huffing, terrifying wolf in The Three Little Pigs),

proceeded to illuminate our difficulties in desperate

hopes of some support from the principal.  We knew the

situation was hopeless, when, at one point, the principal

remarked with what seemed like genuine, clueless

astonishment, “Well, Mr. Huff doesn’t have any

problems.”  (TRANSLATION: “What’s the matter with the

rest of you lamebrains!”)

I stuck the year out--SURVIVED--which was an

accomplishment in and of itself, and moved to Florida for

another High School English job but at a private school. 

This time it was grades 7, 8, 9, and 10--requiring a

meticulously organized person who is entirely out of the

spectrum of my particular aptitudes.  I lasted three

months.



CHANCE

       Then came a mindless job arranging and

rearranging papers at a garment factory.  After several

months of this I knew I had to figure out something else.  I

went to summer graduate school taking courses to certify

to teach in Elementary school in the hopes that maybe,

just maybe, if they were smaller than me, I could handle

them better.

It was at the end of this summer that I met Hugh

Pendalton, a high school principal.  The superintendent of

schools was a friend of my husband’s family and had

agreed to put my application where someone could see

it but gave no guarantees of a job.

A letter came in the mail telling me there was a

high school English position open and an appointment

time with the principal, Mr. Pendalton.  I KNEW, beyond

any shadow of a doubt, that I NEVER wanted to be

trapped in the same room with 30 adolescents day in

and day out EVER again.  But, I was curious, and went

anyway.  Heaven knows what made me do it other than

curiosity.  I had absolutely no anticipation accepting a

job if one were offered to me.

I was 24, newly married, looked innocent and

sweet, younger than my 24 years.  Mr. Pendalton kept

his stern expression throughout our short interview.  He

was a man of few words.  He introduced himself and

shook my hand.  He offered me a seat and I sat down.

“Well, Mrs. Harrison (the “Mrs.” part was still

hard to get used to at the time) did you ever have any 

discipline problems?” he asked.  I replied a matter-of-

fact, “Yes.”  I was smart enough to know he would know I
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was lying if I said anything else, given my looks and the
places and ages I’d taught.

“Well, Mrs. Harrison, if you got this job would
you sponsor the high school newspaper?”  “No,” I said
without further comment.  No way was I going to pull all
those disparate pieces together into some semblance of
order every month.  It wasn’t in my nature, though I’ve
learned to do this since.

He shot a disgusted look at me across the tops of
his black-rimmed, half-moon reading glasses.   “Well,
Mrs. Harrison, would you be willing to sponsor the drama
club?”  “No,” again, without affect or expression.  I was
not the sucker I had been earlier thinking I could do
anything. Besides, I’d been to hell and back, TWICE, and
survived. I wasn’t about to go there again.

Pendalton paused, trying not to say what he was
thinking, grasping at straws (He must have been
desperate for an English teacher; it was already late
August.), “Well, would you be willing to sponsor the
cheerleading squad?”

Again, a deadpan answer, “No.”  There are few
things I enjoy less than the racket of ball games and
cheerleading.  I loathe competition.  I simply don’t care
who wins or loses.

Finally, he shot me a piercing look over those
little half-moon glasses almost gritting his teeth, “Well,
what DO you want to do,” he snarled.  Here’s where the
chance part came in.



CHANCE

I was just finishing up a graduate course in

Developmental Teaching of Reading.  I LOVED IT!  It was

creative, fun, diverse and the professor became my

model for college instruction throughout my eventual

college teaching career.

My matter-of-fact composure erupted into my

more natural, ebullient enthusiasm as I told him about the

reading course, how I loved it, and how I wanted to

make a difference helping children learn to read.

His disgust evaporated.  He merely shook his

head (indicating I could put a halt on my bubbling

enthusiasm) picked up the phone, dialed a number and

said, “Ruthard, I got one for you.”  

           He sent me to the office of Ruthard Dixon,

director of federal programs in the county.  A large

grant for a remedial reading program had come through

late in the summer and they were scrambling to fill the

new positions created with reading teachers.

It turned out to be an ideal job for me, lasting

four years, until I gave up my teaching shortly before my

first child was born.  The classes were small, could be

more personal. I didn’t have to be a circus tamer and the

program hadn’t been in gear long enough to have

generated massive amounts of paperwork for me to

keep up with.  My energies could be used to motivate,

endeavor to inspire each child with my gifts of insight and

creativity as I patiently searched for the keys to their

individual interests.  This work fit me naturally.

   Chance

        is always powerful.

           Let your hook

              always be cast.

      In the pool where

         you least expect it,

              there will be a fish.

     
                                        ~Ovid (43 BC - 17 AD)
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            Years later, whenever I had seniors in my college

classes, I would tell them this story.  I would tell them what

the Roman poet, Ovid, knew almost 2000 years before:

To let your hook be always cast because in the pool

where you lease expect it there just may be a fish.


